
Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>

Ops_Gregg says:
::on surface::

CIVHebert says:
:: in quarters ::

CTOValrek says:
::using tricorder to scan the alien but still no readings::

MO_Cole says:
::on surface wandering around::

Host Susej says:
::Walking on beach::

CSO_Gol says:
::on planet surface initiating first contact with encountered life forms::

TAC_Derek says:
::Laying by a river::

CE_Susman says:
:: on the bridge ::

EO_Linard says:
::At console in engineering::

FCmathews says:
::standing on bridge::

Fawn says:
@::dancing in the woods near the water::

SO_Triton says:
::on bridge at SCI Station 1, organizing 2nd away team::

CIVHebert says:
*Triton* Sorry I was busy, tell me what you had said again?

Host Susej says:
@::ignoring Gol::

CNS_Kent says:
::in quarters finishing a report::

CTOValrek says:
@::puts tricorder away...it is useless with these beings::

FCmathews says:
*AT* What is your status?
TAC_Derek says:
@::Is loving this place::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::hears the gentle waters splash, sits down again on a tree::

MO_Cole says:
@::watches Gol attempt to initiate contact with the alien::

SO_Triton says:
*Herbert* I asked if you would like to be part of a second away team to the planet.

CSO_Gol says:
@Susej: Hello, I am LtJG. Danvar Gol.

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to the Turbolift :: TL: Main Engineering

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

Host Susej says:
@::stops and turns to Gol::

CSO_Gol says:
::extends hand in a peaceful gesture::

Fawn says:
@::the leaves of the trees play funny light and shadow games on her hair::

CTOValrek says:
@Gol: Be careful

CIVHebert says:
*Triton* Sure would, when you leaving?

Host Susej says:
@Gol: why do your people not accept my welcome?

TAC_Derek says:
@::Gets up and  walks towards woods::

SO_Triton says:
*Linard*: Please report to the shuttle I will need you to head an away team to the planet.

Ops_Gregg says:
@::lies back and puts hands in back of his head::

CE_Susman says:
:: Reaches Main Engineering and heads to his office ::

EO_Linard says:
*Triton* Aye sir...on my way

CSO_Gol says:
@Susej: We are the first party of our crew, we must investigate before all can come.
MO_Cole says:
@::keeping half an eye on Gol watches the beautiful waterfall::

Host Susej says:
@Gol: I invited you all, I am disappointed

Fawn says:
@::marvels in the music the wind plays::

McCloy says:
what wave files?

CTOValrek says:
@::still feels uneasy about this situation::

EO_Linard says:
::gets up quickly from console, thinking::..thank heavens

CNS_Kent says:
::report finished, get the picnic basket and places it beside the door::

CE_Susman says:
:: Checks systems status ::

SO_Triton says:
*Herbert*: Report to the shuttle bay and meet up with EO Linard she will command the second team.

CSO_Gol says:
@Susej: In no way did we mean to disrespect you.  However, not all of us are telepathic.

Host Susej says:
@Gol; I am tired of bringing the mountain to Mohamad

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks to closet and pulls out some loose fitting clothes, puts them on and heads walks to his bed ::

CIVHebert says:
*Triton* ok, on my way.

CSO_Gol says:
@Susej: I do not understand what this means.

Host Susej says:
@::holds up hand and closes eyes::

SO_Triton says:
::contacts remaining science ant technical personal with AT orders::

CIVHebert :: Takes in orders and heads to TL ::  Shuttle bay (Turbolift.wav)

EO_Linard says:
::enters turbolift::....Shuttle bay 1

CSO_Gol says:
@::watches Susej with intent::
MO_Cole says:
::fells some concern sensing the change in the conversation between Gol and the Alien Susej::

TAC_Derek says:
@::Looks around for anything and lays down in a  crop of moss::

Host Susej says:
Action: all engines except maneuvering shut down. Ship begins descending

CNS_Kent says:
::exits quarters, walks to the TL::  TL: bridge

CTOValrek says:
@Gol: She is trying to say that she doesn't understand why we take so long to accept the invitation

MO_Cole says:
::feels a strange sensation from the alien::

FCmathews says:
Bridge: Explain

CSO_Gol says:
@Valreck: Understood.

TAC_Derek says:
@::Falls asleep::

CIVHebert says:
:: Enters the shuttle bay and looks around ::

CTOValrek says:
@::hopes that his understanding of the phrases used are correct::

CNS_Kent says:
::arrives at the bridge, exits::

CSO_Gol says:
@Susej: Because all of our people are not telepathic, we were unsure of the sincerity of the message.

Ops_Gregg says:
@::whistles and thinks of home while being content::

FCmathews says:
CTO: Red alert

EO_Linard says:
::leaves turbolift and enters Shuttlebay::

CSO_Gol says:
@Susej: Are there others on this planet?

Host Susej says:
@Gol: you will see I mean no harm....

SO_Triton says:
::initiate scans for dampening fields and energy leaks::
FCmathews says:
::sits down at helm::

CNS_Kent says:
::goes to the Tac console, activates red alert:: Mathews:

CIVHebert :: Hears the General Quarters klaxon :: (Alert.wav)

Host Susej says:
Action: Susej disappears

MO_Cole says:
@:: walks casually towards Gol and the Alien watching the Alien with interest::

CSO_Gol says:
@Valreck: What happened?

CIVHebert says:
Linard: Well, what do we do?

CE_Susman says:
:: Notices the red. Alert :: *Mathews* What's happening now?

FCmathews says:
::attempts to keep the ship in orbit::

MO_Cole says:
@::reels from a blast of telepathic energy left by the alien::


CTOValrek says:
@Gol: I don't know

FCmathews says:
*Susman* We are "falling"

CTOValrek says:
@::looks around to see if anymore beings could be found::

MO_Cole says:
@Gol:  Sir, something is wrong.

CSO_Gol says:
@Vareck: Do a complete scan of the area, I want to know where the alien went.

EO_Linard says:
::nods to Hebert:: Ready?

CSO_Gol says:
@Cole: Explain.

Fawn says:
@::sees TAC sleeping peacefully and approaches him carefully::


CNS_Kent says:
::tries to initiate Tactical sensors:: Mathews: what's happening?

CTOValrek says:
@Gol: They don't show up on any scans

CE_Susman says:
<Computer> All propulsion Systems offline. 

MO_Cole says:
@::brings out tricorder scanning the area where the alien disappeared::

FCmathews says:
Kent: I don't know

CIVHebert says:
Linard: Ready as I ever will be.

EO_Linard says:
::smiles::...ok then let's go......

FCmathews says:
*ENG* Engines are offline

Host Susej says:
Action ship continues decent towards planet

TAC_Derek says:
@::Sleeping nicely in moss::

MO_Cole says:
@Gol:  She is not being totally honest in her intentions, she's very powerful, much more than we realize.

Ops_Gregg says:
@::crosses legs while relaxing..looks up in the clear skies::

CE_Susman says:
*Mathews* Try the RCS to get up. I'll check what's happening with the IPS.

SO_Triton says:
::scanning for tractor beams::

MO_Cole says:
@:: is feeling nervous ::

FCmathews says:
*Susman* Are we entering at the right angle?

Fawn says:
@::picks a bunch of dry leaves and keeps approaching the TAC officer::

EO_Linard says:
::takes helm in shuttle::

CIVHebert says:
:: Heads into shuttle following Linard ::
CSO_Gol says:
@Cole: Keep me informed of anything telepathic feelings you get.

CTOValrek says:
@Gol: I think we should report what happened to the Hayden

MO_Cole says:
@Gol:  Yes sir.  :: watches fawn approach with interest::

CE_Susman :: checks the status of the IPS :: (console2.wav)

SO_Triton says:
FCO: Sir i can't find anything in near space that could be forcing us down

Fawn says:
@::drops all the leaves on the TAC officer, giggles and runs from him to hide::

CNS_Kent says:
Mathews:  Sensors aren't picking up anything that indicates why we're falling.

FCmathews says:
::attempts to bounce off atmosphere::

TAC_Derek says:
@::Wakes covered in leaves::

CIVHebert says:
:: Takes a seat next to Linard as copilot ::

TAC_Derek says:
@Self:I couldn't have slept here this long

CSO_Gol says:
@*Mathews* We just initiated contact with one of the aliens, she seemed upset that we did not all come down and accept her invitation.  Cole feels she is not being totally honest with her intentions.

EO_Linard says:
*Linard to Triton* ...we're ready to leave now sir

MO_Cole says:
@::feels burst of indignation from Derek, tries to stifle a laugh::

CE_Susman says:
*Mathews*: The only thing working is the RCS. I don't know why the IPS and the WPS aren't working

TAC_Derek says:
@::Jumps up and shakes leaves off::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::hears the gentle wind blowing, closes eyes::

FCmathews says:
Kent: Make that a yellow alert

TAC_Derek says:
@::Looks around and lay's back down::
CNS_Kent says:
Mathews: aye sir  ::changes to yellow alert::

CTOValrek says:
@::looks around more to see if the beings have come back or not::

EO_Linard says:
::taps the helm, preparing for departure::

Fawn says:
@::stifles a giggle at seeing TAC brushing off the leaves::

SO_Triton says:
*Linard* we are on yellow  alert mission postponed. ask Susman if he needs you first

TAC_Derek says:
@::Fakes a sleep::

FCmathews says:
::initiates ground hoover pads::

CSO_Gol says:
@::taps communicator:: *Mathews* Bridge, do you read?

Host Susej says:
Action Hayden enters atmosphere

MO_Cole says:
@Gol:  Sir perhaps we had better stay within sight distance of the other away team members, we still know nothing about these aliens other than the fact of their high telepathic potential.

CE_Susman says:
*Mathews* All systems are running ok. I think that something external to the ship is stopping our engines.

EO_Linard says:
::powers down systems::....*Triton* ....Aye sir

FCmathews says:
*Gol* Yes we do

Fawn says:
@::picks another bunch of leaves::

CIVHebert says:
:: let's out a depressed breath and stands up. ::

FCmathews says:
*Gol* They seem to be flying the Hayden

Fawn says:
@::approaches TAC again, very slowly, completely silent::

CSO_Gol says:
@Cole: I agree, call the other away team members that have left the area apprize them of the situation and advise them to return.
CE_Susman says:
:: decides to go to the bridge :: TL: bridge, fast!

EO_Linard says:
*Susman* Sir, is everything ok?.....Shall I return to my post?

CTOValrek says:
@::looks confused at what Matthews said::

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_Cole says:
@Gol: Aye sir.

SO_Triton says:
::Running analysis of projected Hayden path and landing area::

CE_Susman says:
*Linard*: As fast as you can, Ensign

EO_Linard says:
*Susman* Aye sir.....

Fawn says:
@::drops the leaves on the TAC officer again and runs back to her hiding place, stifling a giggle::

MO_Cole says:
@*Away team #1:  We have encountered aliens of unknown intentions, please join myself and Lt.Gol in the glade.

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches the bridge :: 

CTOValrek says:
@::thinks that these beings are way too powerful for us::

CSO_Gol says:
@*Mathews* Where are they flying her?

EO_Linard says:
::looks to Hebert:: Oh Well Hebert....looks like we'll be there before long anyway

CIVHebert :: Walks to TL :: Bridge. (Turbolift.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
@::Jumps up::Person: Ha.... what?

TAC_Derek says:
@::Looks around::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::opens eyes from sound and notices Derek covered in leaves and laughs::

EO_Linard says:
::runs to TL:: Engineering

FCmathews says:
*Gol* We are going to land

TAC_Derek says:
@::Lays back down::

MO_Cole says:
@*TAC, Valrek:  Repeat please join myself and Gol in the glade.

FCmathews says:
::maneuvers Hayden::

Fawn says:
@::is having fun::

CE_Susman says:
:: at OPS panel :: Mathews: Footpad online. SIF/IDF are running at full

CSO_Gol says:
@*Mathews* Acknowledged, do you have any idea where you will be landing?

EO_Linard says:
::runs from turbolift and takes her post::

CTOValrek says:
@::looks over to Cole:: Cole: where do you think I am?

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks onto bridge and looks at main view screen and see a great surprise :: no one:  Ground?

SO_Triton says:
FCO: sir it looks like we are being led to an open glen, big enough for our ship!

FCmathews says:
*Gol* I see a large open space

MO_Cole says:
@CTO:  Sorry sir, im feeling rather disoriented.

CNS_Kent says:
::looks at Mathews, nervous::

FCmathews says:
::sets hoover pad system to match the planets gravity::

CTOValrek says:
@Gol: we can find them with our tricorders

FCmathews says:
Kent: In a way, you?

MO_Cole says:
@OPS-TAC:  Cole to Derek and Gregg please respond.

CTOValrek says:
@Cole: No problem, this is a stressful moment

CSO_Gol says:
@*Mathews* What are the coordinates? We need to make sure you're not landing to close to us.

TAC_Derek says:
@*MO*:What is it sir::Whispering::

FCmathews says:
::lands Hayden::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::ignores communication from cole and closes eyes again::

CTOValrek says:
@::takes out his tricorder and sets it to scan for the Hayden::

Host Susej says:
Action: as the ship lands all hatches open and the whole crew feels welcomed to the surface

MO_Cole says:
@*TAC: Please join myself and Gol, we may have a problem, bring Gregg with you.

CTOValrek says:
@::spins around until he gets a directional reading::

Fawn says:
@::is sorry the TAC officer is gone... suddenly wants to dive down the waterfall into the pool::

FCmathews says:
SO: Begin active scans

SO_Triton says:
FCO: sir if you don't mind I'd like to go for a swim..

EO_Linard says:
::is suddenly being drawn again::

Host Susej says:
Action all systems are back online but main comp. will not accept takeoff instructions

CTOValrek says:
@Gol: They are in this direction ::points towards the Hayden's direction::

TAC_Derek says:
@*MO*:Sir I don't know where Gregg is sir

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks to the nearest outer hull hatch and leaves the ship unnoticed ::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::feels the ground shake but doesn't pay heed to it::

CSO_Gol says:
AT: Let's go, we're headed for the ship.

CE_Susman says:
:: sees the status of the ship :: All systems are online and running well.

FCmathews says:
::thinks: ah, if Starfleet finds......: SO: Why not?

Fawn says:
@::runs to the top of the hill, feeling happy under the sun::

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks where the MO is::

TAC_Derek says:
::No Runs to where he is::

CSO_Gol says:
Valreck: Lead the way.

EO_Linard says:
::Leaves console and finds nearest hatch to outside::

CTOValrek says:
Gol: Aye sir

SO_Triton says:
FCO: Great! ::heads towards nearest hatch

CE_Susman says:
Mathews: Congratulations! You landed the ship! :: laughs ::

CTOValrek says:
::starts out into the brush::

MO_Cole says:
Gol: Aye sir :: nods to Derek.

FCmathews says:
::laughs::

CIVHebert says:
@:: Walks away from ship in one direction ::

Fawn says:
::dives cleanly into the pool::

TAC_Derek says:
MO:What is it sir?

CSO_Gol says:
::follows Valreck::

Ops_Gregg says:
::hears a lot of talk on his combadge, gets annoyed and turns it off::

CE_Susman says:
Mathews: Where are we on? On a pool?
EO_Linard says:
::follows everyone outside into the sunlight::

CSO_Gol says:
*Mathews* How is everyone?

CTOValrek says:
Gol: I'm getting multiple COM signals....some of the crew are leaving the ship.

FCmathews says:
Anna: Let's see what's out there

MO_Cole says:
Tac:  The Hayden is down and Im concerned about what I sensed from one of the aliens, everything is not as it seems here.

SO_Triton says:
::sees Linard tags her shoulder::

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles:: Mathews:   How about a walk, and some lunch?

CSO_Gol says:
Valreck: Where are they headed?

SO_Triton says:
Linard: Tag your IT! ::runs away::

FCmathews says:
*Gol* In one piece

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Yes sir.Orders sir?

EO_Linard says:
::whirls to face Triton::....what?

CTOValrek says:
Gol: In all directions it seems

CNS_Kent says:
Mathews: Yes, lets.

Fawn says:
::swims back to take a deep breath, enjoying the sparkling transparent water::

MO_Cole says:
Tac:  Keep close to myself and Gol, we have to find out what is going on here.

EO_Linard says:
::is confused briefly..but gives chase anyway::

CIVHebert says:
:: Sees a nice rounded rocky mound, decides to climb around it ::

MO_Cole says:
::moves off following Gol and Valrek.

CSO_Gol says:
*Mathews* Well, shall we take this opportunity for some R&R?

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Yes sir::Follows with phaser out::

FCmathews says:
::enters TL with Anna:: TL: Nearest hatch


Host Susej says:
::reappears standing and watching Fawn::

SO_Triton says:
::heads straight for lake, laughing all the way::

FCmathews says:
*Gol* Well, the Hayden isn't going anywhere

EO_Linard says:
::follows Triton across meadow to the lake::

MO_Cole says:
Gol:  Sir im concerned, if these aliens have the power to bring down the ship, what else are they capable of?

Ops_Gregg says:
::opens assays Susej and fawn, smiles::

Fawn says:
::dives back to admire the bottom of the pool and its colored rocks::

CSO_Gol says:
*Mathews* Understood.

CTOValrek says:
Gol: I recommend caution. Whatever brought the Hayden down is definitely very powerful

CNS_Kent says:
::in TL with Austin:: Austin, I've got a picnic basket packed in my quarters.

CSO_Gol says:
Cole: I'm not sure, let's try not to upset them.

EO_Linard says:
::gains on Triton and reaches out attempting to tag his uniform::

Host Susej says:
::closes eyes and smiles with satisfaction at the contentment he feels::

Fawn says:
::keeps going to the bottom of the pool to the surface, once again::

CE_Susman says:
:: takes out a tricorder and heads to the outside ::

CSO_Gol says:
AT: Put your phasers away, we do not want to upset these people.

Host Susej says:
::frowns at feelings still on ship::

FCmathews says:
Anna: Ok, let's go get it, :)

TAC_Derek says:
::All of a sudden feels very unwelcome::

SO_Triton says:
::spins catches Linards arm and pulls her into water with him::

FCmathews says:
TL: Crew quarters

EO_Linard says:
::screams::

Host Susej says:
::walks toward ship::

MO_Cole says:
Gol:  I would like to return to the ship, I think with access to more powerful equipment :: points to tricorder:: I may be able to find out what is going on.

Fawn says:
::feels happy::

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles, exits the TL with Austin, heads for quarters::

CIVHebert says:
:: Sees a nice spring on the other side.  Feels excited and like being at HOME, loves the feeling ::  I feel like I'm on top of the world!!!!!!!!!

CE_Susman says:
:: in behind the ship ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels watched::

CE_Susman says:
:: in under the ship ::

CNS_Kent says:
::opens door grabs the basket::: Austin: ready?

EO_Linard says:
::stands up in water...soaking wet...and laughing::

CTOValrek says:
AT: The Hayden is just over this hill

TAC_Derek says:
::Whispers::MO:You feel watched sir?

CSO_Gol says:
Cole: No, we're here to relax, so let's relax.

FCmathews says:
Anna: Let's go

CSO_Gol says:
::picks up life form readings again::

FCmathews says:
::enters TL::

CNS_Kent says:
::in TL::

SO_Triton says:
EO: wanna swim to the other side, smiles

Fawn says:
::sees Linard and Zaldivar and smiles to herself while diving once again to see the rocks again::

EO_Linard says:
::stops laughing...sensing life forms around her and unable to see them::

CE_Susman says:
:: sees the port warp nacelle ::

MO_Cole says:
Gol: Aye sir, but may I ask:  How do we intend to leave?

CTOValrek says:
::comes to the top of the hill and sees the Hayden::

FCmathews says:
::jumps out Hatch, turns and offers hand to Anna::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::gets up and proceeds to the edge of the water..sees fawn and splashes her::

Host Susej says:
::appears in front of Cole::

CNS_Kent says:
::takes Austins hand and jumps out of the hatch::

SO_Triton says:
::notices mood swing::EO what's wrong?::smiles again::
CIVHebert says:
:: jumps in the pond made by the flowing stream, Clear water, perfectly clear ::  ~splash~  :: does the backstroke ::

EO_Linard says:
::holds up her hand:: Triton: wait.....I'm sensing we're not alone

TAC_Derek says:
::Beads on Susie but stops ::

CTOValrek says:
Gol: Here she is, the Hayden

FCmathews says:
::moves away from the Hayden and looks back on her::

CSO_Gol says:
::startled:: Susej: Welcome back.

TAC_Derek says:
::Puts Phaser away::

CIVHebert says:
:: drinks a sip of water ::  WONDERFUL!!!!!!!!

MO_Cole says:
::steps back, winces from Susej powerful energy::

Host Susej says:
Cole: I sense you do not trust me. Why?

Fawn says:
::can't get any more soaked than she is, splashes Gregg back::

CTOValrek says:
::turns to see Susej::

SO_Triton says:
Linard: of course were not alone the whole crew is on the planet. Now come on lets swim...

Ops_Gregg says:
::is dripping wet, splashes fawn more::

EO_Linard says:
Triton: No that's not it......

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  Its not a matter of trust milady, im simply concerned for the crew.

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Sir I gotta go fast::Runs for dear life and doesn't look back::

FCmathews says:
Anna: I think I should be talking to this culture

Fawn says:
::giggles::

CE_Susman says:
:: feels something that tell him to do not trust.. :: I smell something....

EO_Linard says:
::looks around::

CNS_Kent says:
Austin:  Ok, I'll go with you.

Fawn says:
::reaches Gregg's hand and pulls him into the pond::

Host Susej says:
Cole; nothing will happen to them here

CTOValrek says:
Gol: I am continuing on to the Hayden, do you need me here?

SO_Triton says:
::looks around::

Ops_Gregg says:
::falls in the water::

Host Susej says:
Gol; I take care of all things here

TAC_Derek says:
::Runs like no tomorrow back to ship::

EO_Linard says:
Triton: It's everywhere

TAC_Derek says:
::Jumps through a hatch and feels safe::

CE_Susman says:
:: Decides to go back to the ship ::

CSO_Gol says:
Valreck: No, but why are you headed for the ship?  The whole crew has been given shore leave.

FCmathews says:
Anna: Thanks, ::starts looking for "little green men"

Fawn says:
::laughs::

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  Sorry, perhaps im just jumpy.  :: continuing to back away::

CTOValrek says:
Gol: I need to return my gear

SO_Triton says:
::splashes water at Linard:: EO: well duh its WATER its supposed to be everywhere silly!

Host Susej says:
::points at Derek::

CSO_Gol says:
Susej: Are you the only one here?

CE_Susman says:
:: is on the lower deck, heading to the bridge :: TL: Bridge

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_Cole says:
:: feels something building::

CNS_Kent says:
::looks at the plant life and tries to see the aliens::

Ops_Gregg says:
::splashes fawn and dunks her::

Ops_Gregg says:
::laughs::

CIVHebert says:
:: Pulls up to the bank and lies down on the bank with feet still in water ::

Host Susej says:
Gol: I am everywhere

EO_Linard says:
::looks at him frustrated:: Triton...no you don't understand.....the life forms....they're everywhere....and I can't see them

CSO_Gol says:
Valreck: OK, but I don't want you hanging around the ship when there's fun to be had.

Fawn says:
::takes Gregg by his legs and makes him go farther down into the clear water::

CTOValrek says:
::starts off towards the Hayden....still feeling uneasy::

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels suddenly euphoric::

FCmathews says:
::walks up to Susej::


MO_Cole says:
Gol: Sir I just remembered a critical experiment in sickbay, ill just go shut it down and then go out and play.
Ops_Gregg says:
:;while under the water, grabs fawn's arm and pulls her in::

CSO_Gol says:
::immediately thinks of Q after hearing that statement::

SO_Triton says:
EO: well are they trying to hurt us?

CNS_Kent says:
::walking beside Austin::

MO_Cole says:
::begins walking towards the Hayden, trying to appear casual.

Fawn says:
::wishes everybody would feel as happy as she does now::

Host Susej says:
::Turns to Mathews::

TAC_Derek says:
::Sit's cradling on forest floor::

FCmathews says:
::extends hand::

CSO_Gol says:
Cole: Why do you not want to relax?

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches the bridge and thinks if someone searched the probe....::

CTOValrek says:
::enters the Hayden and stows his gear::

CIVHebert says:
:: Feels a sudden burst of HAPPINESS ::

EO_Linard says:
Triton:...no they're watching.......that's all.....just watching..and enjoying our company

Host Susej says:
FCO: please enjoy your stay....it will be brief

CTOValrek says:
::walks to the TL:: TL: Bridge

Fawn says:
::pulls Gregg away and swims back to the surface to breath::

MO_Cole says:
Gol: guess im just a workaholic sir!  :: yelling in an attempt at lightness::
SO_Triton says:
Linard: well then we should be good guest and enjoy their  home.

CTOValrek says:
::exits TL to the bridge::

CE_Susman says:
:: sits on the command chair ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::gets above the water sees fawn swim away..smiles::

MO_Cole says:
::waves to Gol and ducks inside that airlock into the Hayden::

CNS_Kent says:
::looks at Austin:: Austin: I don't understand it, but I don't think they mean any harm.

FCmathews says:
Susej: I was wondering if you'd be interested to give us some information on your culture, history and customs

EO_Linard says:
::smiles::...Triton: You're right....I guess it just made me nervous....I think I've been working too long

CTOValrek says:
CE: I didn't expect anyone to be here

TAC_Derek says:
::Gets up fighting sense of panic::

CIVHebert says:
:: Slashes water on his face to refresh him, water is cold ::

Host Susej says:
::disappears again::

Fawn says:
::splashes Gregg with a movement of her funny shaped legs::

CSO_Gol says:
Cole: Well, looks like you definitely need the rest, and that's an order!

Fawn says:
::wishes that all the guests would enjoy themselves like some have started doing::

EO_Linard says:
::giggles:: Triton: I'm sorry...race you to the other side?

CTOValrek says:
::moves to the TAC station and does some scans::

Host Susej says:
~~~~~Mathews~~~I am all history.....

TAC_Derek says:
::Runs back to Mo::MO:Sorry for my cowardice sir

CE_Susman says:
:: enables the command panel and checks if there is someone on the ship :: Valrek: Well.. I have to say that I can't trust on this things. Even if they are purely good

FCmathews says:
::raises an eyebrow::

MO_Cole says:
::enters turbolift thankfully not hearing Gol's last statement::

Ops_Gregg says:
::splashes back at fawn and sees the water go up her nose, chuckles::

SO_Triton says:
Linard: you're on! :: dives into water::

CSO_Gol says:
*Cole* Respond.

CNS_Kent says:
Austin: Looks like it doesn't want to answer questions.  Let's go for a walk.  ::walks toward the trees::

MO_Cole says:
Tac:  No problem, they have been affecting me too.

CTOValrek says:
Susman: I know exactly what you mean

EO_Linard says:
::dives in after him::.....

MO_Cole says:
Turbolift:  Bridge.

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: By the way, anything on the probe?

TAC_Derek says:
::Pulls phaser agin and the same feeling overcomes him::

CTOValrek says:
::completes scans....nothing damaged or out of the ordinary::

FCmathews says:
Anna: one more, Susej: Does your civilization have a name?

Fawn says:
::laughs::

CTOValrek says:
::looks at Susman:: Susman: I haven't been briefed on the probe

CSO_Gol says:
*Valreck* What are you doing on the ship?

SO_Triton says:
::swims slowly, enjoying the moment::

EO_Linard says:
::swims gracefully across lake::

CNS_Kent says:
::looks back:: Austin: he's gone.

Ops_Gregg says:
::swims to the edge and climbs out of the water, water dripping from me::

Host Susej says:
~~~~~~~Mathews~~~~~It has many and it is all

MO_Cole says:
::arrives on the bridge, now almost deserted, feels alone::

CE_Susman says:
:: sees Cole :: Welcome here, Doc. I thought you were on the surface

CTOValrek says:
*Gol*: Ummm, just tidying up some loose ends before leaving, sir

TAC_Derek says:
::Heads to bridge::CTO: Reporting for duty sir

MO_Cole says:
CEO:  I was, I had some things I wanted to check.

FCmathews says:
Anna: Ack, that spooks me, let's go for that walk

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: We would scan if here is the probe.. The ship is here,... we don't need tricorders

SO_Triton says:
::floats in the middle of the lake admiring Linard's graceful movements, smiles again::

MO_Cole says:
::moves to the now deserted science station and begins scanning for telepathic activity::

CNS_Kent says:
::hears the sound of water, walks in that direction::  ::smiles:: Austin: Ok, let's go.

FCmathews says:
::follows Anna::

CSO_Gol says:
*Valreck* That can wait. Now it's time to rest, later you can work. And find Cole, if he refuses to leave the ship, throw him in the brig!

CTOValrek says:
Susman: I have completed scans of the ship and nothing of the probe can be found. I will scan outside the ship now

Ops_Gregg says:
::starts to walk admiring everything as I go::

MO_Cole says:
:: trying to find something, anything to explain the aliens power::

Fawn says:
::sees the other being swimming across the water, closes her eyes to enjoy the beauty of the moment::

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* What are you up to?

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: Ok. 

CTOValrek says:
::ignores Gol and initiates the scans::

EO_Linard says:
::smiles at Triton and turns over on her back...doing the backstroke::

CE_Susman says:
*Gol

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Take station 2

CNS_Kent says:
::waits for Austin to catch up::  Austin: this place is beautiful.

MO_Cole says:
CTO:  sir, massive telepathic activity, all over the planet.

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*: Just on the Ship. You know.. My duty with the ship comes first

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Orders sir?

MO_Cole says:
CTO:  Its so powerful. ::shaking::

CTOValrek says:
MO: They must be all over this rock

CIVHebert says:
:: Dives back in and under water... Looks around under water ::

Ops_Gregg says:
:;sees the ship on the ground, gets confused and enters ship::

SO_Triton says:
::dives, looking for something pretty at the bottom::
CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* Well it's time to relax we don't get to do that very often.

MO_Cole says:
::begins scanning for life signs on the planet::

FCmathews says:
Anna: yeah,

CTOValrek says:
Derek: report to me if the scans show the probe on the surface of this planet

Host Susej says:
Action: Valreck is hit with an uncontrollable urge to laugh

Ops_Gregg says:
::enters TL::

Ops_Gregg says:
TL: bridge

CSO_Gol says:
*Valreck* That was an order, Ensign!

CNS_Kent says:
::reaches for Austin's hand:: Austin: care for a swim?

CTOValrek says:
::starts laughing...can't stop::

MO_Cole says:
::feels burst of energy in the bridge::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Umm O.K. sir

Fawn says:
::leaves the pond, happy in the knowledge that the beings are enjoying it::

FCmathews says:
::takes hand::

MO_Cole says:
:: tries to extend telepathic blockers around Valrek.

CE_Susman says:
*Gol* I Don't think so

Ops_Gregg says:
::exits TL::

TAC_Derek says:
:::Scan's for anything unusual::

Ops_Gregg says:
::stands on bridge while water drips from me::
Host Susej says:
Action: blocks do not work

CTOValrek says:
::tries to write something on a PADD for Susman and Cole to read::

CIVHebert says:
:: Comes up for a deep breath ::

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* Well, the Acting Captain does, so leave the ship and relax.

SO_Triton says:
::finds a lovely colorful stone and grabs it from lake bottom::

EO_Linard says:
::senses Triton's absence and stops looking around for him::

MO_Cole says:
:: glaring at the sensors trying to find the aliens somewhere other than on the telepathic scale::

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: What's happening? Don't try to write.. 

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Pull your phaser it should stop

Fawn says:
::water dripping from her, lies over a rock to let the Sun dry her body::

CNS_Kent says:
::stops at the edge of a lake, looks around::

Ops_Gregg says:
::looks down and sees a puddle of water and laughs::

MO_Cole says:
::tries to read what the CTO is writing::

CSO_Gol says:
*Cole* I ordered you to have fun, I did mean that order.

CTOValrek says:
::laughing so hard that it is hard to breathe::

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*: Mathews is Mathews. I am who I am. End of conversation. Susman out

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Please pull your phaser now sir

EO_Linard says:
::senses aliens all around again::

SO_Triton says:
::returns to surface near Linard:: Linard: Hi
CTOValrek says:
::blacks out from lack of oxygen::

Host Susej says:
Action: Cole feels a gentle stroking on the back and is suddenly calm about what is happening

MO_Cole says:
*Gol* Sir the entire crew is being affected.....................

CSO_Gol says:
*Mathews* I was under the impression that all should be taking part in the shore leave, am I right?

EO_Linard says:
::gasps:: Triton...Oh hi......where did you go?

MO_Cole says:
::passes out from the overwhelming telepathic energy::

TAC_Derek says:
::Screams::All: Everyone has gone mad!!!!!!!!!!

Host Susej says:
Action: Valreck dreams happy dreams

TAC_Derek says:
::Growls like a wookie::

CE_Susman says:
:: wait for Mathews answer ::

CSO_Gol says:
Derek* Are you working?

Ops_Gregg says:
::thinks he better change his uniform before returning, chuckles::

CNS_Kent says:
::puts basket down, laughs, jumps in , not letting go of Austin's hand::

CIVHebert says:
:: Goes back under to look for the bottom ::

SO_Triton says:
Linard: I was looking for some pretty to give you ::shows her colorful stone::

CTOValrek says:
::dreams of his mother and her home on Earth::

MO_Cole says:
::breathing erratically::

EO_Linard says:
::feels suddenly dizzy::

TAC_Derek says:
*CSO*:Sir no sir everyone is going brain dead

Fawn says:
::all dry already, heads back to the woods to resume her dance::

FCmathews says:
::combadge falls in water::

Ops_Gregg says:
::enters TL:: ::sees the puddle again and laughs more::

SO_Triton says:
Linard: is everything ok?

Ops_Gregg says:
TL: deck 8

CTOValrek says:
::breathing relaxes and starts to come to again::

CSO_Gol says:
*Derek* Good, I don't want you doing any work unless you receive a direct order from myself or Mathews. Is that understood?

EO_Linard says:
::feels herself weaken:: Triton:...I don't know....I'm getting a massive surge of telepathic energy.....I'm...........

TAC_Derek says:
::Starts doing a job anything::

CTOValrek says:
::picks himself up...still feeling dizzy::

MO_Cole says:
::lapses farther into unconsciousness::

TAC_Derek says:
::Brain starts frying::

CE_Susman says:
Bloody hell... :: sighs ::

CNS_Kent says:
::enjoys the feeling of the cool water, laughs:: Austin: I'm sorry, I couldn't resist.

Ops_Gregg says:
::exits TL, walks toward quarters still laughing::

CIVHebert says:
:: Fines a shiny object, but can't reach it for lack of oxygen ::

CTOValrek says:
::looks around for the MO's bag::

SO_Triton says:
::grabs hold of Linard, starts swimming to shore with her:: Linard: it ok we'll rest for a while

TAC_Derek says:
::Slams fist into a console and shatters it and his hand::

FCmathews says:
::laughs::, Anna: I think I needed that

CSO_Gol says:
::Decides to take a walk in the woods, makes a log of all the people that are disobeying orders::

Host Susej says:
Action: Derek is suddenly transported to a beach near a pond, birds are chirping...all is calm....

CTOValrek says:
::grabs hypos out of the bag and starts giving the crew members on the bridge a mild tranquilizer::

CE_Susman says:
:: sees all going crazy ::

Fawn says:
::starts kicking dry leaves to enjoy their sound::

TAC_Derek says:
::Holds hand in pain::

CE_Susman (hypospray.wav)

MO_Cole says:
::breathing slows further, heart beats slower::

Ops_Gregg says:
::enters quarters, changes wet uniform::

EO_Linard says:
::feels herself go numb..fights to stay conscious::

CTOValrek says:
Susman: This should calm our systems down

CSO_Gol says:
*Kent* Please see me when shore leave is over.

TAC_Derek says:
::Screams::All: I need help!!!!!!

Host Susej says:
::appears next to Derek::

CE_Susman says:
Yours.. Sorry, But I'm so close that it didn't served to me

Host Susej says:
Derek: why do you need help?

CIVHebert says:
:: No one hears Derek scream ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Yelps and hits head on a tree::

SO_Triton says:
::begins to get worried, takes Linard to shore faster::

CNS_Kent says:
::starts swimming toward deeper water:: Austin:  glad to hear it   ::thinks, he has a nice laugh::

Ops_Gregg says:
::with a dry uniform on, exits quarters, heads to the TL::

CTOValrek says:
::checks Cole to see how he is doing::

MO_Cole says:
::brain functions shutting down finally blocking out the telepathic signals::

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks at Susie::Susie:Um um um I am not one to fall to this

Fawn says:
::is puzzled at why some of the guests close themselves to feel the beauty surrounding them::

CNS_Kent says:
:: hears Gol's message, decides to ignore it for the moment::

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: Are you ok, Now? We need to bring all back to self.. 

MO_Cole says:
::lapses into a coma but is breathing regularly::

Host Susej says:
Derek: fall for what? Contentment?

TAC_Derek says:
::Starts rocking staring at nothing::

CTOValrek says:
Susman: I am fine now.

FCmathews says:
::quickly catches up to Anna:: Anna: Whoa, slow down a bit
CSO_Gol says:
::comes to the top of the waterfall, decides it doesn't look like that long of a fall::

CIVHebert says:
:: Takes a deep breath and goes to bottom ::

CTOValrek says:
Susman: Cole needs attention though

Ops_Gregg says:
::enters TL:: TL: bridge

TAC_Derek says:
Susej::Mumbling::

CSO_Gol says:
::secures all of my belongings::

SO_Triton says:
:;reaches shore lays Linard and gently shakes her:: Linard: Can yo here me? what's wrong?

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: Well.. Let's try if we can get the ship out. Take a shuttle and beam him and get back to here.

FCmathews says:
::swims up behind Anna, puts arms around her::

CNS_Kent says:
::starts treading water:: Austin: ok  ::breathes deeply of the clean moist air::

Host Susej says:
Action: all Coles Biorythems stop

EO_Linard says:
::mumbles::.......too...much.............

CTOValrek says:
Susman: I'll take Cole to sickbay and be right back

Ops_Gregg says:
::exits TL:: ::looks around at the empty bridge::

CIVHebert says:
:: Picks up shiny object and returns to surface ::

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: Sure. 

CSO_Gol says:
::runs to the edge of the waterfall and jumps, yelling:: Anyone: GERONIMO!!!!!

Host Susej says:
Derek: listen to the peace which surrounds you

TAC_Derek says:
:Stops rocking and has an evil grin on face::
CSO_Gol says:
::Does a flip and dives into water::

TAC_Derek says:
::Pulls out phaser and puts it to his head::

CE_Susman says:
:: sees Gregg :: take your position again. I need you there

Host Susej says:
Action; Phaser disappears

EO_Linard says:
::tries to sit up::

Ops_Gregg says:
CE: aye sir ::walks over to OPS console and sits::

CNS_Kent says:
::looks at Austin, puts an arm around him::

TAC_Derek says:
::Starts rocking agin in a ball::

SO_Triton says:
::picks up EO Linard begins carrying her to Hayden::

CTOValrek says:
::picks up Cole and carries him to the TL::  TL: Sick Bay

MO_Cole says:
::begins to drool as body functions stop functioning::

Ops_Gregg says:
::turns and sees the puddle again, starts laughing::

Host Susej says:
Derek: relax and have pleasant dreams

CSO_Gol says:
::slows heart rate so as to stay under water longer::

TAC_Derek says:
*All*:Help me someone not brain dead please

EO_Linard says:
Triton:: no I'm ok........I.......just need air

Host Susej says:
action Derek sleeps

Host Susej says:
::appears next to Cole::

TAC_Derek says:
::His mind screaming::

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: Good. Try to recall everybody to the ship. I think that something is going worse.

Fawn says:
::lies down on the grass, smiling::

SO_Triton says:
::puts Linard down:: EO: are you sure?

CTOValrek says:
::exits TL and runs to sickbay.....puts Cole on a biotable and sets it to regain his bodily functions::

CIVHebert says:
:: Looks at new object and heads back to the ship soaking wet ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CE: I'll try,but don't think it will make a difference

EO_Linard says:
::sighs and nods:: Triton:.yes..I'm ok......I'm not leaving until I find out what's been calling me

CIVHebert says:
:: Yells :: What a wonderful day !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TAC_Derek says:
::In his head prays to die or someone to save him::

CTOValrek says:
::watches the monitors as Cole stabilizes::

SO_Triton says:
::relaxes on grass next to Linard::

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: you try! If we need to call to the headquarters I'll do

CSO_Gol says:
::comes out of water and meditates nearby::

Host Susej says:
<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>



